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Eisjewwl Planetary Government

According to the Imperial Constitution of the Abwehran Star Empire and the Abwehran Expansion
Doctrine, Colonies of the Abwehran Star Empire do not have representation in the Imperial Parliament.
Setting up a system government is the one of the steps necessary to become a member world of the
Empire and the Eisjewwl Planetary Government is the System-wide Government of the Meltra System.

Administrator

Elected by popular vote from the colonists of Eisjewwl, the Administrator hold Presidential Powers in the
system. This gives him the ability to sign bills into laws or veto bills. Unlike the the Imperial Family, the
Administrator has no power over the military. Instead, the Eisjewwl Defense Force and the Meltra System
Defense Force are required by Imperial Mandate to support the Government. Because of this mandate,
the Administrator represents the Eisjewwl when dealing with the Abwehran Armed Forces (AAF).

The Administrator of Eisjewwl serves for a Term of One Abwehran Year (four standard years) before
another one must be elected. Further more, the Administrator can only be elected for a single Term.

Eisjewwl Parliament

The Eisjewwl Parliament is a Unicameral Legislative body with members that are elected via popular
vote. They are responsible for both creating, debating, and passing bills to the Administrator for
approval. Once the Administrator approves the bill, that bill becomes a law. However, if the Administrator
vetoes the bill, the Parliament has the ability to appeal the veto with a vote of 4/5ths of their
representatives.

A Representative in the Parliament serves a term of Two Abwehran Years (8 standard years) and may
only serve for a single term before another Representative must be elected. The Colonial Parliament's
size is to be determined by the population per province with the restriction being One Representative per
1,000,000 citizens. However, since the provinces have yet to be zoned, the Eisjewwl Parliament has
temporarily been restricted to 1000 Representatives.

Eisjewwl Judiciary

Popularly elected, the Eisjewwl Judiciary is responsible for ensuring that laws on Eisjewwl are allowed by
the Imperial Constitution of the Abwehran Star Empire. Each member of the Judiciary is called a Chief
Magistrate and each magistrate serves a term of Two Abwehran Years (8 standard years). A Chief
Magistrate may serve a total of Two Terms before another must be elected.
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OOC Notes

This page was originally created on 2013/07/02 17:06 by Abwehran Commander.
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